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ABSTRACT
Many real applications demand accurate cross-domain recommen-
dation, e.g., recommending a Weibo (the largest Chinese Twitter)
user with the products in an e-commerce Web site. Since many so-
cial media have rich tags on both items or users, tag-based profil-
ing became popular for recommendation. However, most previous
recommendation approaches have low effectiveness in handling s-
parse data or matching tags from different social media. Address-
ing these problems, we first propose an optimized local tag propa-
gation algorithm to generate tags for profiling Weibo users and then
use a Chinese knowledge graph accompanied by an improved ESA
(explicit semantic analysis) for semantic matching of cross-domain
tags. Empirical comparisons to the state-of-the-art approaches jus-
tify the efficiency and effectiveness of our approaches.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: On-line Information
Services-Commercial services; H.2 [Database Management]: Database
applications-Data mining
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1. INTRODUCTION
Recently, tag-based profiling has became popular since tags are

widely available in many social media, e.g., Flickr, YouTube, Deli-
cous and etc. In these media, users can freely use various tags to
label themselves or items (images, videos and URLs). These tags
are good candidate profiles of users and items, thus navigate rec-
ommender systems to decide which items should be recommend-
ed to the users. In this paper, we focus on tag-based user profil-
ing for cross-domain recommendation. Specifically, our solution
overcomes two obvious shortcomings of previous tag-based rec-
ommender systems.
1. Data sparsity. Most prevalent recommendation approaches,
such as collaborative filtering (CF) will fail when users have no
enough tagging activities due to cold start. By our statistics, nearly
45% of Weibo users have no tags resulting in the loss of tag-based
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profile and the invalidation of CF. To solve such data sparsity, we
propose a local tag propagation algorithm (LTPA in short) to label
users without tags.
2. Isolated Cross-domain Recommendation. Most existing sys-
tems only recommend a user with the items from the same do-
main [5, 2]. And some works on cross-domain recommendation [4]
supposed that user and item are fully involved in each domain. D-
ifferent to them, we focus a more challenging problem of cross-
domain recommendation, i.e, recommending the items in domain
B to the users in domain A. A and B isolatedly have only user
and item information, respectively. For such isolated cross-domain
recommendation, the tags of different domains are often hard to
be matched. To solve this problem, we utilize a Chinese knowl-
edge graph (CKG in short) consisting of millions of linked en-
tities/concepts and further propose an improved explicit semantic
analysis (ESA in short) [1] algorithm to semantically correlate two
syntactically different tags.

2. TAG PROPAGATION ALGORITHM
According to Weibo settings, each user can only tag him/erself

instead of others. Although nearly half of Weibo users have no
tags, we have verified that homophily takes effects among those
users with tags through empirical studies, i.e., a Weibo user tends
to share more similar tags with his/er friends than others. To em-
ploy our algorithm, we first construct a Weibo graph, namely G, of
which each vertex is a user and each directed edge points to a user
from his/er followee. Moreover, we assign an influence weight to
each edge to quantify the extent that a followee can propagate his/er
preference on some tags to his/er followers. In our experiments,
retweet frequency is set as the influence weight. The algorithm’s
basic idea is, a user’s preference on a certain tag is propagated
from others who can influence him/er and all users’ tag preferences
are updated iteratively during the propagation.

Given a target user u, our algorithm tries to iteratively evaluate
u’s tag score vector R⃗ specifying u’s preference on all candidate
tags. Suppose G has overall M users of whom there are L users
using N tags, we define a M × N matrix R of which each row
is a user’s R⃗. In addition, we import a M × M influence weight
matrix F of which the entry Fuv is the influence weight from v
to u, Fuv=0 if v is not u’s followee. Then, the R in round t is
computed as Rt = FRt−1 = F · FRt−2 = ... = F tR0 =

F tT =

 F t
11 · · · F t

1M

· · · · · · · · ·
F t
M1 · · · F t

MM

×


T⃗1

...
T⃗L

O

where O is a (M−L)×N

zero matrix and F t
ij(1 ≤ i, j ≤ M) represents an entry of F t.

T⃗i(1 ≤ i ≤ L) is the tag distribution of user i. Thus, the tag score
vector of u after t rounds equals to

R⃗t
u =

L∑
i=1

F t
uiT⃗i (1)
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Obviously, the computation cost of R⃗ is up to F t whose cost is
O(LtM3) which is unaffordable on large influence graphs. Next,
we introduce how to reduce the computation cost.

In order to reduce computation cost, we propose the definition of
social influence about tag propagation. Given a path p=u0, u1, ..., ut

in G, we define the social influence along p from u0 to ut as
si(p)=

∏t−1
i=0

wuiui+1∑
u:u→ui+1

wuui+1
where wuiui+1 is the influence weight

of edge ui → ui+1. Let Pt(v, u) be the set of all paths of length
t from v to u, thus the social influence of v on u at radius t is
sit(v, u)=

∑
p∈Pt(v,u)

si(p). Furthermore, we define si0(u, u)=1 and

si0(v, u)=0 if v ̸= u. Then, the total social influence of v on u is

si(v, u)=
∞∑
t=0

sit(v, u). Accordingly, we recognize that Fu,v=si1(v, u)

if v is u’s in-neighbor. Moreover, we can prove that sit(v, u)=F t
u,v

by induction on t. Inspired by the findings that more than 95% of
information diffusion in Twitter network is less than the scope of
2 hops from the origin [3], we can restrict t ≤2 when computing
Eq. 1. It means that our algorithm seeks u’s profile tags within
a local scope which is named as local tag propagation algorithm
(LTPA in short).

3. SEMANTIC MATCHING

tag1  tag 2 …

Tu

tagx tagy …

Tv

Concept a’s ar!cle

Concept 1 Concept x

Concept b …

Concept b’s ar!cle

Concept 2    Concept y …

Concept a

Concept 1 Concept x

Concept b

Concept 2 Concept y

seman!c correla!on between two tag sets Chinese Knowledge Graph 

Baike Encyclopedia

Figure 1: Tags correspond to CKG Concepts by dashed arrows and
solid arrows are hyperlinks between concepts.

We found that the tags generated in different social media are
often hard to be matched blocking tag-based recommendation be-
tween users and items across different domains. For example, most
tags of Weibo users are different to Douban movies’ tags. To settle
this problem, we resort to a CKG consisting of billions of concept-
s, to semantically correlate two syntactically different tags. For
each concept, there exists an article page in Chinese online ency-
clopedia to describe it. As well, there are many hyperlinks to other
concepts on each article page. In this paper, we use an improved
ESA model to evaluate semantic relatedness between two tag sets
from different social media. Specifically, two terms are consid-
ered semantic related if they co-occur in the same article page.
The more such article pages can be found, the more semantical-
ly related the two terms are. For example, in Fig. 1 tag set Tu

has tag1 and tag2, Tv has tagx and tagy , and we find an article
page of Concept a from CKG where tag1 and tagx co-occur in
Concept a’s article. Such article is an evidence of indirect seman-
tic relatedness between the two tags. So does Concept b. There-
fore, although Tu and Tv share no tags, they are still related in
the context of semantics. Formally, the semantic interpretation
of a tag set T can be represented by a concept vector defined as
C⃗T = [c1, ..., cC ] ∈ RC . C is the total number of articles/concepts
in CKG and each cj(1 ≤ j ≤ C) is the accumulative semantic
relevance of concept j to all tags in T . For a concept j, its se-
mantic relevance to a tag t is cj,t = sj(t) · pi/|Neg(j)|. sj(t)
is the TF-IDF score of tag t in concept j’s article and |Neg(j)| is
the number of distinct reference concepts in concept j’s article, and
pi quantifies the extent that tag i profiles the user or item. pi can
equal to the tag score of LTPA. The factor 1

|Neg(j)| used to damp
cj,t distinguishes our model from generic ESA.

Table 1: Baselines.
Notation Description
TWEET profile a user by the keywords of his/er tweets
REALTAG profile a user with his/er real tags instead of LTPA generating
ESA use generic ESA to match two tag sets
SYNTAX match two tag sets based on common tags instead of ESA
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Figure 2: Volunteer survey results on top-k profile tags/keywords.
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Figure 3: Volunteer survey results on top-m recommended movies.

4. EVALUATION AND CONCLUSION
In order to evaluate the effects of LTPA and CKG-based seman-

tic matching, we surveyed 41 volunteers’ acceptance rates to the
top-m Douban movies that were recommended to them by our
approaches. In our experiments, each volunteer has Weibo ac-
count and was profiled by top-20 tags generated by LTPA and the
movies’ tags were directly borrowed from Douban. Table 1 lists
some compared baselines. We first compared LTPA’s performance
of tag profiling under different ts (tag propagation radius) and top-
k tags/keywords and depicted the results in Fig. 2(a)∼(c) which
display that LTPA outperforms TWEET and performs best when
t ≤ 2. Then we also used the competitors to recommend top-m
movies from over 4,000 candidates to the volunteers. Fig. 3(a)∼(c)
list the volunteers’ feedbacks about the recommended movies when
setting different ms. REALTAG almost has the best performance
under all metrics, but it can not be applied for all Weibo users s-
ince nearly 48% of Weibo users have no real tags. Our approaches,
namely LTPA, perform very close to ESA in Pr and nDCG but beats
ESA in MAP justifying the import of damping factor of 1

|Neg(j)| .
We can not neglect that SYNTAX only worked on 85% of the vol-
unteers even though it wins Pr and nDCG.

In this paper, we propose a novel cross-domain recommendation
including LTPA-based tag profiling and CKG-based tag semantic
matching. Experiments justify our approaches’ effectiveness and
the superiority over the state-of-the-art competitors in the context
of tag-based recommendation across different social media.
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